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Abstract. The �-level Uncapacitated Facility Location (UFL) problem is a 

generalization of the UFL and the �-median problems. A significant 

shortcoming of the classical UFL problem is that often a few very distant 

customers, known as outliers, can leave an undesirable effect on the final 

solution. This deficiency is considered in a new variant called UFL with 

outliers, in which, in contrast to the other problems that need all of the 

customers to be serviced, there is no need to service the entire set of customers. 

UFL with Penalties (UFLWP) is a variant of the UFL with outliers problem in 

which we will decide on whether to provide service for each customer and pay 

the connection cost, or to reject it and pay the penalty. In this paper we will 

propose a new 4-approximation algorithm for the UFLWP which is the first 

algorithm for this kind of problem.  

Keywords: Approximation algorithms, Facility location problem, �-level 

facility location, Outliers  

1. Introduction 

Facility location problem is a fundamental problem in theoretical science. In the 

classical single-level Uncapacitated Facility Location (UFL) problem, we are given 

two sets: one set for facilities (�), and another one for customers (�). There is a 

specified connection cost  ��� � 0 between every pair 
, �  � � �. Opening a facility 
  � causes a fixed nonnegative open cost ��. The goal of this problem is to locate 

facilities and assign each customer to one of the opened facilities, such that the total 

cost of opening facilities and of servicing the customers would be minimized. That is, 

in a formal manner, we should identify a subset of facilities � � � and to serve the 

customers in � by the facilities in �, so as to minimize the total cost function: 
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In this paper, we adopt notions of two variants of uncapacitated facility location 

problem and mix them to form a new problem, known as k-level Uncapacitated 

Facility Location with Outliers problem. The problem of the metric �-level UFL 

problem is a generalization of the UFL and the �-median problems. In this problem, 

each customer must be serviced by a sequence of � different kinds of facilities located 

in k levels of hierarchy. This well-known problem has various applications which can 

be found in [1]. 

Another variant of the facility location problem is called UFL with outliers. In this 

kind of problem, in contrast to the forementioned other problems in which all of the 

customers must be serviced, there is no need to service the entire set of customers. 

This is due to the fact that often a few very distant customers, called outliers, can 

leave an undesirable effect on the result solution. This deficiency is considered in a 

new variant called UFL with outliers, in which very distant outlier may be ignored 

due to economical issues [2]. Two variants of the UFL with outliers problem have 

been proposed in the literature: 

• Uncapacitated Facility Location with Penalties (UFLWP): in this problem a penalty �� is assigned to each customer�. For each customer we may decide to either 

provide service, and pay the connection cost to its nearest facility or to ignore it 

and pay the penalty. Setting the penalties to ∞ gives the standard formulation.  

• Robust Facility Location (RFL): in this problem we are given a parameter �. The 

problem is to locate facilities so as to minimize the service cost to any subset of 

facilities of size at least  �. In case that � � � the problem is equivalent to the 

standard formulation. 

See [3] for a comprehensive review on other variants of the facility location 

problem with outliers. A number of efficient approaches have been proposed in recent 

years, which can be roughly classified into several categories: greedy approach [4], 

LP rounding techniques [5], local search heuristics [6], primal-dual method [5], game 

theory [7], and randomization technique [8]. In some sense, techniques from different 

categories complement each other, and could be combined to achieve improved 

approximation algorithms [4].  The first approximation algorithm for metric �-level 

UFL problem proposed in [9] uses the primal-dual scheme in linear programming 

which has an approximation factor of 6. Another algorithm using game theory 

achieves the same approximation factor [7]. The approximation factor is improved to 

4 using the greedy approach [10]. Aardal et. al. [8] proposes a 3-approximation 

algorithm using linear programming relaxation. 

For UFL with outliers problem three constant approximation algorithms have been 

proposed [11, 5, 9]. A 3-approximation algorithm by means of primal-dual scheme 

has been suggested for both kinds of UFL with outliers problem [11]. For the UFLWP 

problem, an algorithm using the LP rounding technique has been proposed in [5] with 2 � 2/" approximation factor, where " is the natural logarithmic base, whereas a 2-

approximation algorithm is proposed in [4].  
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In this paper we examine the metric k-level uncapacitated facility location 

problem with outliers.  This problem is considered as an extension to the classical �-

level UFL problem in which the outliers are ignored to achieve an improved level of 

service to majority of customers. We adopt the UFLWP variant of the single-level 

UFL with outliers problem [5], and propose new algorithms for the case with �-levels 

of facilities by applying the LP techniques. To our knowledge, there is no algorithm 

proposed for �-level UFL with penalties.  

The paper is organized as follows. Next section includes a brief description of the �-level UFL with penalties. Section 3 presents our proposed 4-approximation 

algorithm for the UFLWP problem.  

2. Problem description 

In this section, first we present a formal and precise definition of the �-level UFL 

problem. Then we explain the required changes need to be performed to obtain the �-

level version of UFLWP problem. Finally we formulate the UFLWP by taking the 

advantage of linear programming technique. 

2.1. �-level UFL 

Let � be the set of customers. Each customer �  � must be assigned to precisely one 

facility at each of the k levels. Let �# be the set of locations where facilities on 

level $, 1 & $ & �, may be located and assume that the sets �#are pairwise disjoint. � ��#'() �# is considered as the set of all such locations. The cost of setting up a 

facility at location 
 is ��, which �� * 0 for each 
  �. The cost of connection 

between points 
, �  � � � is equal to ���, which ��� * 0. Throughout this paper, we 

make the metric assumption of the �-level UFL problem, i.e. for each 
, �, �  � � � 

we have ��) & ��� � ��), which satisfies the triangle inequality. We shall use + to 

denote a sequence of facilities 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �, and shall refer to + as a path of 

facilities. The set of all possible paths is denoted by P. each customer must be 

assigned to precisely one path +  -. The total connection cost incurred by assigning 

customer � to path + � �
(, 
., … , 
)� is equal to ��/ � ��0,�1 � ��1,�2 � 3 � ��450,�4 ���4,� . 
The goal of this problem is to assign each customer to a sequence of � facilities, 

one at each level, such that satisfying the service demand of each customer and 

minimize the total cost of opening facilities and connection costs.  

2.2. �-level UFLWP 

This problem is derived from the classical �-level UFL problem. Each customer �  � 

will be either serviced or rejected completely. If the customer is planned to be 

serviced then it should be assigned to a sequence of facilities one in each level. An �� 
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parameter is assigned to each customer �  � indicating the penalty of rejecting a 

customer. The goal of this problem is to find:  

1. A subset 7 � � of customers whose demands should be rejected, 

2. A subset � � � as the locations for opening facilities, such that � ��#'() �#, and 
3. Remaining customers are assigned to a sequence of k facilities, one at each 

level, so that each customer will be serviced.  
The following is a formulation for the �-level UFLWP by means of integer 

programming (denoted as 8-(). Let suppose 9�/ equals one, if customer � is assigned 

to path +, otherwise it equals zero. In addition, let :�; equals 1 if the facility 
#on level $ is open. Furthermore <� equals 1 if the customer is rejected and 0 if the customer is 

serviced. Equations (1)-(6) represent the integer program of this problem. 

 =
�
=
<"                                                                              
>?@0 � � � ��;:�; �

�;A;

)
#'( � � ��/9�/��/@ � � ��<���    �1� 

�BC�"�� ��                                                                               <� � � 9�/ � 1     ��� "D�E �  �                           �2�/@   
� 9�/@:/G�;

H :�; & 0                                                                  
              ��� "D�E �  � D�I 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �    �3� 9�/  K0,1L                                                                                          ��� "D�E �  � D�I 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �     �4� :�;  K0,1L      ��� "D�E 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �            �5� <�  K0,1L       ��� "D�E �  �                                     �6� 

3. Algorithm 

In this section, we present a constant factor approximation algorithm for the �-level 

UFLWP problem, by adopting the LP rounding technique. The linear relaxation 

version of 8-(is obtained by relaxing the constraints (4), (5), and (6). That is these 

constraints are replaced with inequalities 9�/ � 0, :�; � 0, and <� � 0 respectively. 

Our solution to the UFLWP problem, first solves the linear relaxation program for 

each �  �. Let P-( denote this relaxation program, which will be solved by means of 

existing LP solving techniques. The obtained solution would be fractional; however, 

we need to round the solution to achieve a near optimum integral solution suitable for 

the actual integer program. Formulation of the  P-( relaxation program is as follows: =
�
=
<"                                                                               
>Q@0 � � � ��;:�; �

�;A;

)
#'( � � ��/9�/��/@ � � ��<���   �7� 

�BC�"�� ��                                                                              <� � � 9�/ � 1  ��� "D�E �  �                             �8�/@   
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� 9�/@:/G�;
H :�; & 0                                                                   

           ��� "D�E �  � D�I 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �    �9� � <� & $     ��� "D�E �  �                                     �10� 9�/ � 0      ��� "D�E �  � D�I +  -                   �11� :�; � 0      ��� "D�E 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �                �12� <� � 0       ��� "D�E �  �                                         �13� 

Note that in the above program, due to the constraints (8) and (11), there is no 

need to include the upper bound 9�/ & 1. 

Let �9 ′, : ′, < ′�be the solution of P-(, and U′be the optimal objective value of it. 

Likewise, suppose that V-W be the optimal objective value of 8-(. Obviously, V-W � U′. 
After solving the linear program and obtaining the above values, the customers 

whom should be rejected are then identified. This is done by comparing the value of <′�of each customer �  � with a threshold. Let X  �0,1� be this threshold. Moreover, 

let 7Ybe the set of rejected customers, i.e. 7Y � K�  � |<�′ � XL. If 7Y � �, then every 

customer must be rejected, so the algorithm is terminated. Otherwise, the remaining 

customers need to be serviced via opening new facilities. 

In order to define an upper bound for the obtained solution, we introduce auxiliary 

variables 9[ and :\. It is shown in the Lemma 1 how they can be used to analyze the 

approximation factor of the algorithm. More specifically, two auxiliary variables are 

defined as follows: 

9[�/ �  ] 0                                        
� �  7Y min a 11 H X  9 ′�/, 1b      
� � c 7Y d             �14� 

:\�; � min a 11 H X :�;′ , 1b                            ��� "D�E 
#  �# , $ � 0, … , �            �15� 

To find a solution with the minimum cost of opening facilities and of assigning 

customers which are selected to be serviced, i.e. those who are not placed in 7Y, we 

introduce the following integer program (denoted as 8-.) for the new UFL problem 

with � as the set of facilities and e � K�  �|� c 7YL as the set of customers. After 

relaxing the constraints,  9�/  K0,1L      ��� "D�E �  e D�I 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �     :�;  K0,1L      ��� "D�E 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �     
the linear relaxation of 8-. is obtained (denoted as P-.�, which is presented as 

follows: =
�
=
<"                                                                              
>Q@1 � =
� � � ��;:�; �

�;A;

)
#'( � � ��/9�/�e/@           �16� 

�BC�"�� ��                                                                              � 9�/ � 1        ��� "D�E �  e  /@                            �17� 
� 9�/@:/G�;

H :�; & 0                                                                 
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        ��� "D�E �  e D�I 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �     �18� 9�/ � 0      ��� "D�E �  e D�I +  -                 �19� :�; � 0      ��� "D�E 
#  �# , $ � 1, … , �              �20� 
 

Let Uf be the optimal objective value of P-. and let g be an approximation 

algorithm to solve 8-.for the �-level UFL problem (such as [8]). Approximation 

factor of g would be h � if
jf , where gfis the objective value of the integral solution 

returned by algorithm g. Since, V-Wi * Uf, then the approximation factor of 

algorithm A, i.e. 
if

k@lm , will be no larger than h. Therefore, the total cost of opening 

facilities and connections between customers and opened facilities, returned by 

algorithm g is bounded by hUf.  
By applying algorithm g to 8-., customers belonging to e are assigned to 

facilities in �. Afterwards, the obtained solution is combined with the set of rejected 

customers (those belonging to 7Y) to form a solution to 8-(. The total cost of the latest 

obtained solution is no more than hUf � ∑ ���op .  

In the following describe the algorithm and prove its approximation factor.     

                                     

Algorithm 1 (Metric �-level UFLWP – factor 4) 

1. Solve the linear program P-(for facility set � and customer set �. 

2. Find the set of customers to be rejected �7Y�, and reject them, if all customers are 

rejected then terminate, Define e � �\7Y. 

3. Apply approximation algorithm g to the problem with � as facility set and eas 

customer set. The algorithm opens facilities in � and assigns customers 

belonging to e according to the solution returned by g.  

To determine the approximation factor we need to find the relation between the 

solution obtained for 8-(and 8-.. This relationship can be identified by means of the 

next two lemmas.  

Lemma 1. Let �9[, :\� be a feasible solution for P-. and, 

Uf & 11 H X � � ��;:�;′�;A;

)
#'( � 11 H X � � ��/9 ′�/��/@      �21� 

Proof. First, we need to show that �9[ , :\� is a feasible solution for P-.. We know that 9[� and :\� always have positive values. So, we only need to show that constraints (17) 

and (18) are correct.  

Suppose an arbitrary customer � c 7Y, we have:                   � 9[�//@ � � min �/@
11 H X  9 ′�/, 1�                  �22� 

If there exists a path +  -, such that 
((rs  9[�/ � 1, the constraint (17) would be 

obviously correct. Otherwise,                     � min �/@
11 H X  9 ′�/, 1� � � 11 H X  9 ′�//@  

                                                                � 11 H X t1 H <�′u    �23� 
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The above inequality is derived from constraint (2) and the fact that �9 ′, : ′, < ′� is 

feasible solution for P-(. Since we have � c 7Y, then <�′ & X. Therefore, 

      � min �/@
11 H X  9 ′�/, 1� � 11 H X t1 H < ′�u 

                                                                � 1        �                   �24� 
and so the constraint (17) would be correct.  

    To prove the correctness of the constraint (18), we have 9�/′ & :�;′  due to the 

constraint (3), so,  9[�/ � min a 11 H X 9�/′ , 1b & min a 11 H X :�;′ , 1b � :\�;   �25� 

    Now we have to bound the value of Uf. Since, �9[, :\� is a feasible solution for P-., 

and Ufis the optimal solution for P-., then Uf would be the lower bound of the 

objective value of �9[, :\�. Thus,  

     Uf & � � ��;:\�# �
�;A;

)
#'( � � ��/9[�/�e/@                           �26� 

By the definitions of 9[ and :\, we have: 

Uf & � � 11 H X ��;:�;′ �
�;A;

)
#'( � � 11 H X ��/9 ′�/�e/@        

    & � � 11 H X ��;:�;′�;A;

)
#'(  �   � � 11 H X ��/9 ′�/��/@  

                                                                                                 �27� 

� 

Lemma 2. Suppose that g is the approximation algorithm with factor h. Then the 

above algorithm for the metric �-level UFLWP problem is a �1 � h�-approximation 

algorithm. 

 

Proof. As we stated before the cost of algorithm is: hUf � � ���op
                                                                          

      &  h1 H X v� � ��;:�;′ �
�;A;

)
#'( � � ��/9 ′�/�e/@ w � � ���op

 
            &  h1 H X v� � ��;:�;′ �

�;A;

)
#'( � � ��/9 ′�/�e/@ w � � 1X ���op

<�′  
     & max a h1 H X , 1Xb U ′                                                           

       & max a h1 H X , 1Xb V-W.                                              �28� 
If we take X � ((z{ ,the approximation algorithm would be 1 � h. 

� 
Theorem 1. There is a polynomial time algorithm with approximation factor of 4 for 

the �-level UFLWP. 
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Proof. Since the algorithm presented in [1], which is supposed the algorithm g with 

approximation factor 3, so we can use it in step 3 of our algorithm. Therefore, due to 

lemma 2, the approximation factor of our algorithm is 4 for solving the �-level 

UFLWP.                                                                           
� 

4. Discussion 

In this paper, we adopt notions of two variants of the uncapacitated facility location 

problem and mix them to form a new problem, known as k-level uncapacitated 

facility location with outlier. Afterwards, we represent the algorithm for the k-level 

UFLWP variant of it using LP technique. The approximation factor of the algorithm 

is 4. To our knowledge this is the only existing algorithm for this problem.  
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